One of the most striking features of plant architecture is the regular arrangement of leaves and flowers around the stem, known as phyllotaxis. Peaks in concentration of the plant hormone auxin, generated by the polar localization of the PIN1 auxin efflux carrier, provide the instructive signal for primordium initiation. This mechanism generates the spacing between neighboring primordia, which results in regular phyllotaxis. Studies of the role of auxin transport in phyllotactic patterning have focused on PIN1-mediated efflux. Recent computer simulations indicate an additional role for transporter-mediated auxin uptake. Mutations in the AUX1 auxin influx carrier have not, however, been reported to cause an aerial phenotype. Here, we study the role of AUX1 and its paralogs LAX1, LAX2, and LAX3. Analysis of the quadruple mutant reveals irregular divergence angles between successive primordia. A highly unusual aspect of the phenotype is the occurrence of clusters of primordia, in violation of classical theory. At the molecular level, the sharp peaks in auxin levels and coordinated PIN polarization are reduced or lost. In addition, the increased penetrance of the phenotype under short-day conditions suggests that the AUX LAX transporters act to buffer the PIN-mediated patterning mechanism against environmental or developmental influences.
The ability of plants to initiate organs separated by regular angles at the shoot meristem results in the generation of the beautiful and diverse phyllotactic patterns found in nature. The understanding of the mechanisms underlying phyllotaxis is one of the classical problems in botany and has provided inspiration for numerous experimental and theoretical studies. In 1868, Wilhelm Hofmeister published his careful observations of lateral organ initiation in a large number of plant meristems. In this work he noted that, irrespective of the phyllotactic pattern, a new organ primordium is always initiated at a maximal distance from previously formed primordia (Hofmeister 1868) . Following over a century of research, this key observation still provides the foundation for all models of phyllotactic patterning (Smith et al. 2006b; Kuhlemeier 2007) .
The most prevalent phyllotactic pattern found in nature is spiral phyllotaxis, as exhibited by Arabidopsis, in which successively initiated primordia are separated by an average divergence angle of 137.5° (Kuhlemeier 2007) . Recently, the plant hormone auxin has been found to provide the inductive signal in primordium initiation and phyllotactic patterning (Reinhardt et al. 2000) . Peaks in expression of the synthetic auxin-signaling reporter DR5ϻGFP correlate with the sites of incipient primordium formation (Benkova et al. 2003; Heisler et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2006a) . At the meristem, the PIN1 auxin efflux carrier is predominantly expressed in the outermost L1 layer (Reinhardt et al. 2003) . The protein is polarly localized at the plasma membrane, forming convergence points that correspond to sites of auxin maxima and subsequent organ outgrowth (Benkova et al. 2003; Reinhardt et al. 2003; de Reuille et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006a) . In computer models simulating phyllotactic patterning, PIN1 is predicted to polarize toward the neighboring cell with the highest auxin concentration Smith et al. 2006a ). This positive feedback loop should result in accumulation of auxin in defined groups of cells, until levels are sufficient to trigger organ development. Simultaneously, auxin is drained from neighboring cells, resulting in levels below that required for primordium initiation.
Auxin, as visualized by DR5ϻGFP, is restricted to the L1 (Smith et al. 2006a ). This restriction is thought to be mediated by the AUX1 import protein, which shows specific L1 localization and could facilitate auxin accumulation in the epidermis (Reinhardt et al. 2003; Heisler and Jonsson 2006) . Current computer simulations of phyllotaxis only consider the L1 cell layer of the meristem (de Reuille et al. 2006; Jonsson et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006a ) and therefore do not model the possible function of AUX1 in restricting diffusion of auxin into subdermal layers. In omitting both sub-L1 layers and auxin importer activity, computer models of phyllotaxis may be missing a vital role for these proteins in concentrating auxin within cells and preventing diffusion from the L1, which could be critical for phyllotactic patterning .
The chemiosmotic model of auxin transport predicts that a certain amount of influx can occur even in the absence of import carriers (Kramer and Bennett 2006) . The presence of influx carriers could prove critical in cells where rapid uptake is essential to maintain gradients, which would otherwise be lost owing to apoplastic diffusion (Marchant et al. 1999; Swarup et al. 2001 Swarup et al. , 2005 Kramer and Bennett 2006) . Indeed, the gravitropic response in roots requires specific AUX1 expression in the lateral root cap and epidermal cells in order for the auxin gradients required for root curvature to be established (Swarup et al. 2005) . Computer models additionally predict that carrier-mediated auxin uptake is crucial in maintaining the high auxin concentration within the vasculature in tissues with small cell size (Kramer 2004 ). In addition, models suggest that expression of AUX1 could stabilize auxin peaks generated by PIN1 transport .
The Arabidopsis genome encodes four putative auxin influx carriers: AUX1 and the LAX1, LAX2, and LAX3 (Like AUX1) genes (Parry et al. 2001) . The AUX1 and LAX3 proteins are plasma membrane-localized and have been shown to actively transport auxin into cells (Swarup et al. 2004 (Swarup et al. , 2008 Yang et al. 2006) . AUX1 and the three LAX genes exhibit between 73% and 82% similarity at the amino acid level, suggesting a conserved function in auxin uptake (Parry et al. 2001) . No aerial phenotype has previously been reported for aux1 or for the lax single mutants. A role for active auxin influx in controlling the initiation of primordia at the shoot meristem was, however, suggested in experiments with the pin1 aux1 double mutant (Reinhardt et al. 2003) . In these experiments, localized auxin application to the pin1 aux1 meristem resulted in wider primordia, compared with the single pin1 mutant background. In addition, tomato apices treated with auxin influx inhibitors initiated wider primordia than control apices (Stieger et al. 2002) . Although computer models suggest that AUX1 LAX proteins could be crucial for developmental patterning, until now the biological evidence for this role has been limited to the involvement of AUX1 and LAX3 in root development (Bennett et al. 1996; Marchant et al. 1999 Marchant et al. , 2002 Swarup et al. 2001 Swarup et al. , 2005 Swarup et al. , 2008 Kramer 2004 Kramer , 2006 Heisler and Jonsson 2006; De Smet et al. 2007) .
In this study, we report the characterization of the phyllotactic phenotype of the aux1 and lax mutants. We show that double, triple, and quadruple mutant combinations result in disorganized phyllotactic patterning, with primordia initiating at aberrant angles at the shoot apical meristem. Most strikingly, primordia often formed in close proximity to each other in aux1 lax mutants, thereby violating Hofmeister's Rule. The disorganized phyllotactic pattern correlates with a loss of defined peaks in auxin reporter signal and decreased frequency and altered spacing of PIN1 convergence points. We hypothesize that AUX1 LAX function aids the coordination of PIN1 polarization and the creation of defined auxin maxima leading to primordium initiation in a regular and stable phyllotactic pattern, especially under adverse environmental conditions.
Results

Mutations in the Aux1 Lax auxin influx carrier genes result in altered phyllotactic patterning at the vegetative meristem
In order to investigate the effects of mutations in the AUX1 LAX auxin influx carriers on phyllotactic patterning, an aux1 lax1 lax2 lax3 quadruple mutant (referred to as "quad") was created. We first investigated the effects of loss of AUX1 LAX activity on the aerial phenotype of long-day-grown plants ( Fig. 1A,B) . The most immediately apparent phenotype in the quad was the narrow and downwardly rolled leaves, which showed lefthanded helical twisting; however, no phyllotactic phenotype was evident at the vegetative stage under longday conditions (Fig. 1A,B) .
Under long-day conditions, Arabidopsis makes only a few leaves and rapidly switches to flowering. In order to prolong the vegetative period, we grew plants under short-day conditions and followed the sequence of leaf initiation from germination to floral transition. In wildtype plants, we found that the average angle between successive leaves was very close to the theoretical divergence angle of 137.5°. (Fig. 1C,G ; Kuhlemeier 2007) . During early development, the spiral phyllotaxis of the quad was unaffected in the majority of plants, with a divergence angle very similar to that seen in wild type (Fig.  1C,D,G) . Later in development, quad plants exhibited a clear phyllotactic phenotype. This was distinct from the twisting phenotype that was first seen in leaves of ∼1.5 cm in length. The phyllotactic phenotype was defined by two key features: Firstly, the divergence angle between successively formed leaves became increasingly irregular, with leaves frequently initiating at much wider or narrower angles than in wild-type plants, and sometimes reversing the direction of the ontogenetic spiral ( Fig. 1D-F) . Secondly, periods of arrest in macroscopically visible leaf formation occurred ( Fig. 1E; Supplemental Fig. S1 ). The precise time point of arrest was not simultaneous in all quad plants (Supplemental Fig. S1 ), but was observed in the first plants at ∼35 d after germination (DAG). Owing to the lack of a phyllotaxis phenotype in the aux1 lax single mutants (data not shown), initial analysis concentrated on the clear phenotype exhibited by the quad mutant.
The variation in the time of arrest, and the irregular divergence angles between successively formed leaves in the quad, led to phenotypic diversity in plants observed at the same time point. Arrest in organ formation occurred in all quad plants (n = 40) before floral transition, but was never seen in wild type. This arrest was, however, temporary, and following a lag period, newly formed organs were once more visible at the apex ( Fig.  1F; Supplemental Fig. S1 ). Periods of arrest resulted in a reduction in the average number of leaves formed in the quad relative to wild-type plants during this stage of growth (Supplemental Fig. S2 ). Before arrest, the rate of leaf initiation was comparable in wild-type and quad plants, arguing against a general increase in plastochron length until the point when arrest occurs (Supplemental Fig. S2, see 45 DAG) .
In order to determine whether this observed irregularity in phyllotaxis in quad plants occurs at the point of ontogeny or as a result of shifts in leaf positioning following initiation, primordium formation at the meristem was examined using low-vacuum scanning electron microscopy. In wild-type plants, the angle between successive organs visible at the vegetative apical meristem approximated 137.5°( Fig. 2A) . In contrast, quad mutants exhibited a dramatic alteration in the divergence angle between leaf primordia at the meristem, with primordia initiating at much narrower or at wider angles than the wild type (Fig. 2B,C) . Notably, primordia were often seen to arise in clusters, with no bulges around the rest of the meristem (Fig. 2B) .
In some cases, initiated primordia were observed to have moved away from the meristem without undergoing development beyond the initial stage of bulging (Fig.  2C, arrowhead) . In the absence of primordium formation, cell division at the meristem appeared to continue, pushing out cells into the peripheral zone despite the lack of bulging. This resulted in the formation of rings of undifferentiated cells, which were never seen in wild-type plants (Fig. 2B-F ). This zone of no distinction (ZND) varied in size in different plants, but often formed an extensive area around the meristem (Fig. 2D) . The cells in the ZND, which presumably followed a default pathway in the absence of an appropriate signal to differentiate and become incorporated into primordia, were circumferentially elongated and formed ordered rings around the meristem (Fig. 2E,F) . At the point of initiation, primordia were a similar size to those of wild-type plants, suggesting that primordium size regulation and primordium spacing can be uncoupled.
At the quad inflorescence meristem, similar irregularities were seen in phyllotactic patterning (Supplemental Fig. S3 ). These irregularities were more severe under short days, but also evident under a long photoperiod (Supplemental Fig. S3 ; data not shown). Many of the floral primordia formed by the quad moved away from the meristem without the differentiation of floral organs (Supplemental Fig. S3B-E) . In some cases, no new primordia were initiated, and in the absence of primordium formation, rings of undifferentiated cells developed similar to the ZND at the vegetative meristem (Supplemental Fig. S3B,F) . In rare cases, organ formation at the inflorescence meristem ceased completely, resulting in a pin-like structure (7% penetrance, n = 60) (Supplemental Fig. S3F ,G) similar to that seen in the pin1 auxin efflux carrier mutant (Okada et al. 1991) . In addition to defects in organ positioning, flowers that did develop in the quad often had an abnormal structure, showing defects in floral organ number and positioning relative to wildtype plants (data not shown).
The structure of the quad meristem is unaltered
The disruption of primordium formation in the quad could be the indirect consequence of alterations in the structure of the meristem. To determine whether the cellular structure of the quad meristem differed from wild type, series of sections were made through meristems of both genotypes. In histological sections, the cellular structure of the apical dome of the quad meristem was unaltered relative to wild type (Supplemental Fig. S4 ).
To determine whether alterations in meristem activity were evident at the level of gene expression, we carried out in situ hybridization using gene-specific probes for the meristem marker genes CLAVATA3 (CLV3) and SHOOTMERISTEMLESS (STM). CLV3 has previously been characterized as a marker gene for the central zone of the meristem, and its expression is required to prevent proliferation of undifferentiated stem cells in the meristem center (Fletcher et al. 1999) . In both wild-type and quad plants, CLV3 expression was confined to the center of the meristem, with no sign of alterations in the strength or domain of expression in the quad, suggesting that the meristem itself was not enlarged (Fig. 3A-C) .
Expression of the STM meristem maintenance gene has been previously characterized as occurring in both the central and peripheral zones of the meristem, with strong down-regulation in expression at the sites of developing primordia ( Fig. 3D ; Long et al. 1996; Long and Barton 2000) . Similar expression of STM throughout the meristem was also seen in quad plants (Fig. 3E,F) . STM expression was down-regulated in areas of the peripheral zone of quad plants in a manner similar to that seen in incipient primordia of wild-type plants (Fig. 3E ,F, arrows). Down-regulation of STM expression was maintained in quad primordia that successfully grew out and also notably in abortive primordia, located some distance from the meristem (Fig. 3F , left-hand primordium). In the outermost regions of the ZND, beyond the peripheral zone, STM expression was absent (Fig. 3E ,F, arrowheads). Thus, cells entering the outer ZND lose STM expression, and therefore presumably meristematic activity, completely.
Expression of primordia specification genes is similar in wild-type and quad meristems
Defects in primordium initiation in the quad could result from the loss of expression of genes involved in primordium specification. To test whether this hypothesis could explain the lag phases in primordium initiation in the quad, we examined the expression of the AINTEGU-MENTA (ANT) and MONOPTEROS (MP) genes.
ANT is involved in the control of organ size and in wild-type plants shows expression in the peripheral zone of the meristem at the sites of primordium formation ( Fig. 3G ; Elliott et al. 1996; Barton 1998, 2000; Mizukami and Fischer 2000) . In quad plants, ANT expression was seen in a punctate fashion in the peripheral zone of the meristem (Fig. 3H,I , arrows). The patches of increased expression closest to the meristem could correspond to incipient primordia. The patches of expression further from the meristem are, however, likely to represent abortive primordia, suggesting that expression is maintained even as presumably abortive primordia move away from the meristem. This would indicate that even following specification, maintenance of ANT expression is insufficient to drive full primordium development and that additional factors are required.
The mp mutant develops a pin-like inflorescence, which unlike pin1 cannot initiate primordia in response to auxin application (Przemeck et al. 1996; Reinhardt et al. 2003) . The MP gene, encoding an ARF-type auxin response transcription factor, is expressed at the sites of incipient primordia ( Fig. 3J ; Hardtke and Berleth 1998; Wenzel et al. 2007 ). This places MP as a crucial factor in controlling the transcription of genes required for primordia outgrowth in response to the auxin signal. In the quad, MP expression was reduced in the peripheral zone of the meristem relative to that seen in wild-type plants ( Fig. 3J-L ). This could indicate that in cases where primordia fail to initiate or abort, MP expression is reduced, and this would be predicted to lead to reduced expression of genes required for primordium outgrowth. In outgrowing quad primordia, MP expression was seen at levels comparable with that in wild type ( Fig. 3J-L) .
The AUX1 LAX genes act redundantly to maintain phyllotactic patterning
Despite the disordered phyllotaxis first observed in the quadruple mutant, none of the aux1 lax single mutants exhibited defects in phyllotaxis (data not shown). In order to determine which of the AUX1 LAX genes were responsible for maintenance of regular phyllotaxis, we analyzed all double and triple mutant combinations.
In our analysis of all possible aux1 lax mutant combinations, four genotypes exhibited evidence of difficulties in primordium formation: the quad, aux1 lax1 lax2, aux1 lax1 lax3, and aux1 lax1 ( Fig. 2; Supplemental Fig.  S5 ). The common feature of all of these mutant combinations is the presence of mutations in both AUX1 and LAX1. At the inflorescence meristem, irregular phyllotaxis was again seen only in plants with these four mutant backgrounds (data not shown). This suggests a redundant function for AUX1 and LAX1 in maintaining regular phyllotactic patterning at both inflorescence and vegetative meristems. An increased severity in the phenotype of the quad and aux1 lax1 lax2 mutants was observed relative to aux1 lax1 and aux1 lax1 lax3 ( Fig. 2;  Supplemental Fig. S5 ). This suggests that the LAX2 gene could have a redundant function in maintaining regular phyllotaxis. The phenotypic data provide no evidence of function for LAX3 in organ initiation.
Functional redundancy between paralogous genes is most easily explained by overlapping expression patterns. In order to determine whether this could account for the functional redundancy of members of the AUX1 LAX family in maintaining phyllotactic patterning, we examined the expression patterns of these genes at the shoot apical meristem using promoter-GUS fusions. In the case of the AUX1 and LAX3, but not the LAX1 and LAX2 promoters, the functionality of the fragments used was confirmed by mutant complementation experiments.
Three of the AUX1 LAX genes showed expression in, or close to, the meristem. The two genes found to act functionally redundantly to maintain primordium initiation, AUX1 and LAX1, have partially overlapping, but distinct, expression patterns. In the vegetative meristem, overlapping expression occurs in the L1 of the peripheral zone and in the epidermis of developing primordia ( Fig.  4A,B; Supplemental Figs. S6, S7A,B) . Mutant phenotype analysis suggests that LAX2 may also play a role in maintaining regular phyllotaxis, and while not expressed in the meristem itself, LAX2 could fulfill this function through expression in the developing vasculature ( Fig.  4C; Supplemental Fig. S7C ). One possibility is that LAX2 could increase the sink strength of developing primordia, pulling auxin out of the adjacent L1 layer and thus inhibiting primordium formation in this area. The lack of LAX3 expression in the apical tissues ( Fig. 4D ; Supplemental Fig. S7D ), the indistinguishable phyllotaxis phenotype of aux1 lax1 lax2 and the quad mutant, and the similar phenotypes of the aux1 lax1 and aux1 lax1 lax3 mutants suggest that LAX3 is not involved in phyllotactic patterning.
Peaks in auxin signaling are altered in the aux1 lax1 lax2 triple mutant
The synthetic DR5ϻGFP auxin signaling reporter is frequently used as an indirect measure of auxin concentration at single-cell resolution. (Ulmasov et al. 1997; Sabatini et al. 1999; Casimiro et al. 2001; Benkova et al. 2003; Friml et al. 2003; Abas et al. 2006; de Reuille et al. 2006) . To determine whether mutations in the AUX1 and LAX genes resulted in altered auxin distribution at the meristem, we examined DR5ϻGFP expression at inflorescence meristems of wild-type and aux1 lax mutant plants. In transverse images of wild-type meristems, the expression of DR5ϻGFP is clearly nonuniformly distributed in the L1 layer ( Fig. 5A ; Smith et al. 2006a) . Peaks in DR5ϻGFP signaling activity are arranged in a spiral pattern with the highest expression occurring at organ initiation sites, before visible bulging occurs, and in the youngest primordia ( Fig. 5A ; Smith et al. 2006a) .
Analysis of DR5ϻGFP expression in aux1 or lax single mutant backgrounds revealed no alteration from the wild-type expression pattern, correlating with the lack of phyllotactic phenotype (data not shown). In the aux1 lax1 double mutant background, defects in the spacing and intensity of the peaks of DR5ϻGFP expression were apparent (data not shown). In the aux1 lax1 lax2 mutant background, the alteration in the DR5ϻGFP expression pattern was more striking than in aux1 lax1, reaffirming the contribution of LAX2 (Fig. 5) . As the phyllotaxis phenotype of aux1 lax1 lax2 was indistinguishable from the quad, all further DR5ϻGFP expression analysis was carried out in this mutant background.
As described above, initiation and spacing of organs at the aux1 lax1 lax2 meristem is highly erratic, ranging from near spiral to a complete absence of organ initiation at any one time point. Consistent with the phyllotaxis phenotype, auxin signaling was dramatically altered in meristems of aux1 lax1 lax2 triple mutants. Peaks of auxin signaling were most often weaker and/or broader than in wild type (n = 43/74) (Fig. 5A,C,E) . In addition, the arrangement of the peaks did not occur in the regular spiral of wild-type plants. In some cases, DR5ϻGFP was expressed relatively uniformly throughout the peripheral zone of the aux1 lax1 lax2 triple mutant (n = 25/74) (Fig.  5G) or throughout the entire meristem, including the central zone (n = 4/74) (data not shown). These latter auxin distribution phenotypes were observed predominantly in meristems with strongly affected organogenesis.
In longitudinal sections through wild-type meristems, a striking feature of DR5ϻGFP expression is that it is restricted to the L1 layer ( Fig. 5I ; Smith et al. 2006a) . At sites where primordia initiate, expression extends into underlying cell layers, but, otherwise, GFP-positive cells were rarely seen outside the L1 layer (Fig. 5I) . Longitudinal confocal scanning of aux1 lax1 lax2 meristems showed that DR5ϻGFP remained preferentially expressed in the L1 layer (Fig. 5K,M) . In the majority of aux1 lax1 lax2 meristems, varying degrees of weak expression of DR5ϻGFP were also detectable in cells in inner layers (Fig. 5K,M) . This could indicate reduced sequestering of auxin in the L1 layer.
In summary, aux1 lax1 lax2 meristems showed moderate alterations in the distribution of DR5ϻGFP signal between L1 and underlying layers. In contrast, major changes were seen in the distribution of DR5ϻGFP signal over the circumference of the meristem, with a strong correlation between the severity of the phenotype at the time of dissection and the loss of well-defined peaks of auxin signal. We hypothesize that this altered expression of DR5ϻGFP is likely to correspond to a loss of sharp, radial auxin gradients in the L1 of the peripheral zone in the aux1 lax1 lax2 mutant.
The quad exhibits difficulties in coordinated polarization of PIN1, but the basic mechanism of PIN1 polarization is not affected
To determine whether altered auxin gradients in aux1 lax mutant plants are accompanied by defects in PIN1 polarization, we carried out immunolocalization of the PIN1 protein at vegetative meristems of wild-type and quad plants. As previously reported in wild-type plants, PIN1 was found to localize to the anticlinal membrane closest to the meristem summit, with convergence points at the sites of incipient primordia (Reinhardt et al. 2003) . Sites of PIN1 convergent localization were clearly visible and arranged in a regular phyllotactic pattern around the wild-type meristem (Fig. 6A ,B,E; Reinhardt et al. 2003) . In inner layers, the punctate pattern of sites of convergent PIN1 localization around developing veins was clearly visible, with very low levels of signal detected outside of these regions (Fig. 6B,E) .
In transversal sections through the quad meristem, PIN1 still showed evidence of polar localization in the L1 and L2 layers at the anticlinal membrane toward the meristem summit (Fig. 6C,D) . Sites of possible convergent localization were visible, which could correspond to bulging or abortive primordia (Fig. 6C) . Strikingly, however, the clear, punctate pattern of sites of PIN1 convergent localization seen in wild type was lost in the quad. Regularly spaced sites of strongly convergent PIN1 polarization were not evident in the L1 or in underlying tissue layers of quad mutant meristems (Fig. 6C,D) . Instead, a more diffuse pattern of PIN1 localization was seen, with an absence of both peaks and troughs in levels of expression.
To further characterize the direction of PIN1 polarization in the absence of primordium initiation, we also examined polarity in longitudinal sections through quad meristems. In meristems in which no new primordia had initiated, PIN1 showed clear polarization at the anticlinal membrane of L1 cells, closest to the meristem summit ( Fig. 6F-I ). This polarization at the anticlinal membrane stretched to the periphery of the ZND (Fig. 6F,G) . Polar localization at the anticlinal membrane was also often seen in L2 cells, although in this cell layer apical polarity in the direction of the L1 layer was also seen (Fig. 6F-H) . Convergent localization limited to pairs of adjacent cells was also occasionally seen in the peripheral zone (Fig. 6H) .
Longitudinal sections also showed that, in quad meristems, increased PIN1 expression often occurred in sub-L1 layers in the peripheral zone in the absence of primordium formation (Supplemental Fig. S8 ). These areas of increased expression in the peripheral zone often exhibited lateral polarization at the anticlinal membrane (Supplemental Fig. S8) . In some cases, these sites of increased expression did not appear to form discrete sites of convergence, but stretched for some distance around the periphery (see convergence site 3 in Supplemental  Fig. S8 ). In wild-type apices, convergence points were always limited to discrete sites in which strong, convergent polarization was seen ( Supplemental Fig. S9) .
The above evidence suggests that in the absence of primordium initiation, sites of clear and coordinated convergent PIN1 polarization do not occur in the quad. The quad mutant is, however, able to initiate primordia correctly, although this occurs at a reduced frequency relative to wild type. In the peripheral zone of quad meristems, clear PIN1 convergence points were found to occur, which presumably correspond to correctly initiating primordia (Fig. 6I,J) . Although occurring at a lower frequency, sites of convergent PIN1 localization in the peripheral zone of the quad meristem were similar to those formed in wild type (Fig. 6E,I ,J). As previously reported, basal PIN1 polarization occurred along the developing vasculature in bulging primordia in wild-type plants ( Fig. 6E ; Benkova et al. 2003; Reinhardt et al. 2003) . Comparable basal polarization was seen in correctly initiating primordia in quad plants (Fig. 6I-L) .
To summarize, these data suggest that two basic aspects of PIN1 polarization in the quad mutant are unaltered: formation of convergence points in the L1, and downward polarization in incipient and developing primordia. The frequency of PIN1 convergence point occurrence is, however, reduced, and the distribution of convergence points around the meristem is also altered.
Discussion
The rapid generation of dynamic auxin gradients at the shoot apical meristem is essential for regular primordium initiation and spacing (Benkova et al. 2003; Reinhardt et al. 2003; Heisler et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2006a) . Previous studies have focused on the role of the PIN1 auxin efflux carrier. Here, we show that in addition to PIN1, the AUX1 LAX family of auxin influx carriers is essential for stabilizing phyllotactic patterning. This finding indicates the existence of a previously uncharacterized level of complexity in the regulation of auxin distribution in the shoot apical meristem. We propose that the central phyllotactic patterning mechanism consists of an interactive loop between auxin and its polar transporter, PIN1, and that the AUX1 LAX importers stabilize this PIN1/auxin pattern generator.
The characteristics of the mutant phenotype can be summarized as follows. First, the structure of the quad meristem is unaltered relative to wild type. Mutants described previously as exhibiting irregular phyllotaxis show alterations in meristem size or structure, and it has been suggested that meristem size could have a major influence on phyllotaxis (Leyser and Furner 1992; Giulini et al. 2004 ). The quad, however, does not show alterations in meristem structure or the expression of meristem maintenance genes. Therefore, the phyllotactic alterations are not a consequence of defects in the meristem, but reflect a direct defect in the patterning mechanism. Second, the quad loses the ability to control the divergence angles between successive primordia, resulting in a highly irregular phyllotactic pattern. The clustering of primordia is in violation of Hofmeister's Rule that primordia form as far away as possible from previously initiated primordia. Third, lag periods in primordium initiation occur, resulting in the formation of zones of no distinction around the meristem. In addition, abortive primordia are initiated that move away from the meristem without undergoing full differentiation. Fourth, DR5ϻGFP signal at the quad shoot apical meristem becomes diffuse and loses the regularly spaced peaks and troughs seen in wild-type meristems. Fifth, sites of PIN1 convergent localization become less frequent and irregularly spaced in the quad in the floral and later stages of vegetative growth. Sixth, initial events in primordia specification occur correctly whether the primordia grow out normally or abort. Together, these striking phenotypes of the quad mutant raise the question of how the AUX1 LAX family of auxin influx carriers assists in maintaining regular phyllotaxis and organ initiation at the shoot meristem.
The role of AUX1 LAX influx carriers in maintaining phyllotactic patterning
As described above, it has been previously suggested that AUX1 could enable regular phyllotactic patterning by retaining auxin within the L1 layer of the meristem (Reinhardt et al. 2003; Heisler et al. 2005) . Here, we show that in addition to AUX1, the LAX1 gene also shows expression within the L1 layer of the meristem, suggesting that these two genes could act in concentrating auxin into the L1. In backgrounds where both AUX1 and LAX1 were mutated, defects in primordium initiation were evident. The levels of DR5ϻGFP expression in the L1 layer of these plants were, however, similar to those seen in wild type. In comparison, DR5ϻGFP levels in the L1 of the pin1 mutant are greatly reduced (Smith et al. 2006b ). Together, these data suggest that the retention or concentration of auxin into the L1 layer of the shoot meristem may involve the PIN1 protein.
In the aux1 lax1 lax2 mutant, transversal images showed that both peaks and troughs in DR5ϻGFP expression were lost. This indicates that AUX1, LAX1, and LAX2 are involved in controlling the circumferential distribution of auxin at the meristem. In addition, the distribution of PIN1 shows a similar diffuse pattern, with sites of clearly convergent localization occurring less of-ten than in wild-type plants and lacking regular spacing. This suggests that aux1 lax mutations influence the ability of the PIN1 protein to polarize effectively and to generate convergence points (Fig. 7) . Thus, contrary to expectation, the importers appear to have little effect on the sequestration of auxin in the L1, but instead affect the redistribution of auxin within the L1.
A model for the interaction of the PIN1 and AUX1 LAX genes in controlling phyllotactic patterning
The continuous generation of new primordia around the circumference of the meristem requires the rapid and dynamic formation of auxin peaks. Simulation models for auxin-mediated phyllotaxis propose that PIN1 orients toward a neighboring cell with a higher auxin concentration Smith et al. 2006a ). The underlying molecular mechanism is, however, still unknown. AUX1 LAX could be part of the mechanism that orients PIN1 toward cells with highest auxin concentration. The simplest hypothesis would be that a direct interaction between the two types of transporters is required for this "up-the-gradient polarization." The observation that PIN1 is able to polarize correctly in initiating and bulging primordia in the quad, however, argues against this hypothesis.
An alternative hypothesis for the loss of coordinated PIN1 polarization and of regularly spaced auxin peaks in the quad supposes that the aux1 lax mutations result in a general slowing in the rate of directional auxin transport (Fig. 7) . This could be particularly relevant in the L1, where the rapid and dynamic generation of auxin peaks is required. This hypothesis predicts that in the quad backgrounds, PIN1 is still fully functional, and therefore effectively polarizes in response to the auxin concentration in neighboring cells ( Fig. 7 ; Jonsson et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006a ). PIN1 can, however, only transport intracellular auxin. Once outside the cell, a reduced amount of auxin is able to enter the next cell in the absence of active auxin uptake. This increases random diffusion and reduces the efficiency of active, directional transport. With less coordinated PIN1 polarization and less efficient transport between cells, peaks and troughs in auxin concentration would occur less regularly and with less regular spacing. This would account for the clustering and irregular spacing of primordia in the quad mutant. A major challenge will be to incorporate the auxin importers into plausible quantitative models of phyllotaxis. Our preliminary attempts indicate that this will require substantial advances in our understanding of the molecular mechanisms of auxin transport, as well as advances in computer modeling, in order to generate a dynamic simulation of phyllotaxis including influx carriers and extracellular space.
An interesting feature of the primordia initiated by the quad mutant is that they show no apparent increase in size relative to those initiated by wild-type plants. This is in contrast to the pin1 mutant, in which leaf primordia fusions frequently occur (Aida et al. 2002; Furutani et al. 2004 ). The absence of fusions in the quad is surprising considering the initiation of primordia in very close proximity to each other and the broad maxima of DR5ϻGFP expression. The lack of fusion in the quad In both wild-type and quad, PIN1 polarizes toward the neighboring cell with the higher auxin concentration and exports auxin from the cell. (A) In wild type, auxin is rapidly taken up into the next cell due to AUX1 LAX function, causing an increase in auxin concentration in this cell. The higher auxin concentration in this cell feeds back to control PIN1 polarity. This causes further efflux toward this cell, which is rapidly taken up and further increases auxin concentration. This tightly controlled generation of peaks and troughs in auxin concentration generates a regular angle of 137°between successive primordia. (B) In aux1 lax mutants, auxin leaves the cell via PIN1-mediated efflux. The absence of AUX1 LAX reduces the efficiency with which auxin is taken up into the next cell, and therefore more diffusion of auxin can occur in the apoplastic space. Some auxin may enter the next cell to increase the auxin concentration of the cell. Any increase in auxin concentration would feed back to control PIN1 polarity, increasing efflux and further increasing auxin concentration in the next cell. This less regulated generation of auxin peaks results in irregular spacing between primordia. In addition, peaks above the threshold for primordium initiation, but below the threshold level for full primordium differentiation, would result in the abortive primordia seen in the quad.
implies that following primordium initiation, an inhibitory field is rapidly formed, prohibiting initiation of another primordium in the immediate vicinity. This inhibitory field must be set up very early in the process of primordium initiation, as even abortive primordia do not fuse. This boundary function is likely to require the PIN1 protein, which has been shown to be vital in the establishment of organ boundaries (Aida et al. 2002; Furutani et al. 2004) . Thus, in contrast to a previous study performed with the import inhibitor 1-napthoxyactetic acid (NOA), we now propose that the importers are not involved in restricting primordium width (Stieger et al. 2002) . However, they may still influence the action of PIN1 in this respect (Reinhardt et al. 2003) .
In wild-type plants, STM, MP, and ANT are expressed in a regular phyllotactic pattern. In the pin1 mutant, they are expressed ubiquitously in the peripheral zone of the meristem, showing that PIN1 is at the core of the phyllotactic patterning of these genes (Vernoux et al. 2000) . In the quad, however, these three genes retain many elements of their phyllotactic information, but the spacing has become irregular. This supports the notion that the PIN-based patterning mechanism is essentially still functioning but unstable. The occurrence of aborted primordia can be explained by the generation of weaker peaks of auxin that are sufficient for the early stages of primordium initiation, but insufficient to trigger later events. The notion that weaker peaks of auxin may result in reduced expression of genes necessary for primordium initiation and development is supported by the reduced levels of MP expression in the quad background. The expression of the MP auxin signaling transcription factor is essential for primordium initiation as evidenced by the naked inflorescence meristem of the mp mutant (Przemeck et al. 1996; Reinhardt et al. 2003) . It remains to be determined whether MP expression is responding directly to auxin peaks or to downstream signaling events necessary for primordium initiation.
The role of the AUX1 LAX family in stabilizing phyllotaxis against differential environmental or developmental signals
The phenotype of the quad suggests that the AUX1 LAX genes are of particular importance at certain stages of development and/or under particular environmental conditions. At the inflorescence meristem, the quad mutant shows irregular phyllotaxis under both long-and short-day conditions. At the vegetative meristem, however, the quad shows no defects in phyllotactic patterning under long-day conditions. When grown in a short photoperiod, where the vegetative period is longer, regular spiral phyllotaxis is maintained for the first month of growth, with defects first evident from 35 DAG.
One explanation for the differences in severity of the phyllotaxis phenotype could be redundancy of AUX1 LAX function with other transporters expressed during early stages of vegetative growth. In addition to the AUX1 LAX family, an involvement for the PGP4 protein in auxin import has also been suggested, although expression at the shoot meristem has not been characterized (Santelia et al. 2005; Terasaka et al. 2005a,b) . An alternative hypothesis is that auxin levels, transport, or signaling response may differ under different light conditions, and this could be critical for plants in which import is impaired. The involvement of light-regulated auxin control of leaf primordia growth has been demonstrated recently and, increasingly, links between light and auxin pathways have been found (Heggie and Halliday 2005; Carabelli et al. 2007) . A final hypothesis for the differences in the strength of phenotype could be the gradual increase in meristem size seen in wild-type plants during vegetative development. As the meristem becomes bigger, the importance of rapid auxin uptake in maintaining gradients in auxin concentration could become crucial. At this point, the quad mutant could start to experience difficulties in maintaining auxin gradients, whereas AUX1 LAX function in wild-type plants would help to generate peaks of auxin and stabilize phyllotaxis.
In conclusion, our findings are consistent with previous studies suggesting that the PIN1 auxin efflux carrier is the key component in coordinating the polar auxin transport necessary for the generation of regular phyllotactic patterns. Our study of the aux1 lax quadruple mutant, however, indicates that AUX1 LAX-mediated uptake is critical in stabilizing auxin gradients and assisting in coordinated PIN1 polarization at particular stages in development or under challenging environmental conditions. The tissue-specific expression of the AUX1 LAX genes is therefore likely to provide the plant with an additional point of regulation. The role of the AUX1 LAX genes in these processes and the mechanism by which developmental and environmental stimuli could feed into this system will be an important field for future study.
Materials and methods
Plant material and growth conditions
All Arabidopsis thaliana lines were in the Columbia background. Plants were grown on soil under a short photoperiod (8 h light, 60% humidity, 20°C-22°C day temperature, irradiance 100 µEm −2s-2 ), except for the plants shown in Figure 1 , A and B, which were grown under a long photoperiod (16 h light, irradiance 150 µEm −2s-2 ). dSpm insertion lines for the Arabidopsis LAX1 (At5g01240), LAX2 (At2g21050), and LAX3 (At1g77690) genes were identified in the SLAT population1 using a two-step screening approach as described (Swarup et al. 2008) . Genomic DNA was initially isolated from pools of 50 dSpm lines, then genomic sequences flanking dSpm elements were PCR-amplified, spotted onto a nitrocellulose filter, and hybridized with LAX gene-specific probes. Genomic DNA was isolated from individual plants within a positively hybridizing pool, which was screened using pairs of dSpm and LAX PCR primers, to identify dSpm insertion lines within each LAX gene sequence. LAX1 (At5G01240) contains an insertion in the fourth exon, 945 base pairs (bp) downstream from the ATG. LAX2 (At2G21050) contains an insertion in the second intron 452 bp downstream from the ATG, and RT-PCR showed an absence of mRNA. LAX3 (At1G77690) con-tains an insertion at the beginning of the sixth exon, 1316 bp downstream from the ATG (Swarup et al. 2008) .
The aux1-21 mutant was generated by X-ray mutagenesis and has been described previously (Marchant and Bennett 1998) . The roots of the aux1-21 mutant are resistant to the synthetic auxin 2,4-D (Marchant and Bennett 1998) , whereas none of the lax mutants exhibit this response. In the generation of multiple mutant and transgenic lines, aux1-21 was therefore selected by 2,4-D resistance. In generating multiple mutant combinations, the lax mutants were selected by PCR for the absence of a wild-type band using the following gene-specific primers: LAX1, 5Ј-ATATGGTTGCAGGTGGCACA-3Ј and 5Ј-GTAACCGGC AAAAGCTGCA-3Ј; LAX2, 5Ј-ATGGAGAACGGTGAGAAA GCAGC-3Ј and 5Ј-CGCAGAAGGCAGCGTTAGCG-3Ј; LAX3, 5Ј-TACTTCACCGGAGCCACCA-3Ј and 5Ј-TGATTGGTCC GAAAAAGG-3Ј. In lines negative for the wild-type band, the presence of the T-DNA insertion was verified using the forward primers listed above along with the reverse primer 5Ј-AAG CACGACGGCTGTAGAATAG-3Ј, which primes from the transposon insertion.
DR5ϻGFP refers to the DR5revϻGFP line (Benkova et al. 2003) . Crosses of DR5ϻGFP wild type were made with the quad. In the F2 generation, segregating plants were selected on the basis of the narrow leaf phenotype characteristic of aux1 lax1 lax2 and quad mutants and DR5ϻGFP-positive root tips. Homozygous DR5ϻGFP-expressing aux1 lax1 lax2 plants were confirmed in the F4 generation by 2,4-D resistance and LAX gene-specific PCR as described above.
AUX1prϻAUX1:HA-and AUX1prϻGUS-expressing plants have been described previously (Marchant et al. 1999; Swarup et al. 2005) . To generate LAX1, LAX2, and LAX3prϻGUS constructs, upstream sequences of 2.8 kb, 2 kb, and 1.8 kb, respectively, were PCR-amplified and fused upstream to the uidA coding sequence in a Bin19-based binary vector. Transformation of Agrobacterium (C58) and Arabidopsis was carried out as described .
Macroscopic analysis of leaf initiation and measurement of angles
Photographs were taken of plants every 2-3 d from germination until flowering. Leaves were numbered in order of initiation, and the number of new leaves was recorded. The angles measured at 48, 57, 69, and 81 DAG were between the two smallest, consecutively formed leaves that were macroscopically measurable with accuracy. The smallest was defined as being Ն9 mm in length.
In situ detections of mRNA, proteins, and GUS expression
In situ hybridizations used digoxigenin-labeled riboprobes as described previously (Vernoux et al. 2000) . The STM, ANT, and CLV3 probes were gifts from Dr. Jan Traas (INRA, Lyon, France; Vernoux et al. 2000) . The MP probe was a gift from Dr. Thomas Berleth (University of Toronto, Canada; Hardtke and Berleth 1998) . To ensure the size of the meristem was unaltered in quad plants, CLV3 in situs were first carried out on wild-type and quad tissue fixed at 36 DAG. Further in situs used wild-type tissue fixed at 33-39 DAG to ensure that all plants analyzed had not undergone floral transition. quad tissue was fixed at 55-65 DAG, thus ensuring the majority of plants had arrested primordium formation and ZND formation.
Protein detections, fixations, and immunofluorescent detection of PIN1 and AUX1-HA were carried out as described Friml et al. 2002; Reinhardt et al. 2003) . The blocking buffer used was 5% BSA (Sigma), 5% normal goat serum (Aurion), and 0.1% cold-water fish skin gelatin (Aurion) in phosphate-buffered saline. The primary antibody was diluted in 0.1% acetylated BSA (Aurion). Primary antibodies against PIN1 and AUX1:HA were as described previously (Reinhardt et al. 2003) . Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat secondary antibodies were used (1 in 300; Molecular Probes). PIN1 slides were counterstained with 10 µg/mL calcofluor and mounted as described (Reinhardt et al. 2003) .
AUX1 and LAXprϻGUS plants were prefixed, GUS-stained, fixed, and embedded as described previously (Sessions et al. 1999) . Samples were incubated in GUS stain containing 10 mM potassium ferrocyanide and 10 mM potassium ferricyanide as described (Sessions et al. 1999 ) for 14-16 h at 37°C.
Plastic-embedded tissue sections
Plastic sections were prepared as described previously (Loreto et al. 2001 ) with the modification that OsO 4 was omitted.
Microscopy
In situ hybridization and GUS-stained and histological sections were viewed under a Zeiss Axioskop 2 equipped with an Axiocam camera.
Confocal analysis of immunolocalizations was carried out using a Leica inverted confocal laser-scanning microscope (DMIRE2) with a water immersion 20× or 63× objective. Excitation was at 488 nm at 16% of full power and collection between 505 and 545 nm. For detection of calcofluor signal, excitation with a 405 laser at 19% and collection between 420 and 470 nm was used. For DR5ϻGFP expression analysis, a Leica upright confocal laser-scanning microscope (DMRXE7) with a long-working-distance water immersion objective (×L63/0.90 U-V-I) was used. Excitation was at 488 nm with 20% power. The collection wavelengths were 500-550 nm for GFP.
For scanning electron microscopic analysis, freshly dissected tissue was viewed with a S-3500N variable pressure scanning electron microscope (Hitachi) equipped with a cool stage.
